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Measuring Analog Parameters of
Voiceband Data Channels
A new Iransmission lmpairment Measuring Set combines
the measurement capabilities of sx separate instruments
into one portable package. lt measures fifteen parameters
affecting data transmission in one-fourth the time formerly
required.

by Noel E. Damon

r | ' IHE PROLIFERATION OF DATA SYSTEMS
I in all areas ofscience, business, education, and

government has resulted in an explosive demand
for new communications capabilities. Because the
demand has outpaced the building of specialized
data communications networks, most data communi-
cations now takes place over channels optimized for
voice transmission-the voiceband telephone lines.
This vast network has been pressed into a service for
which it was not originally designed, for which new
parameters are important, and for which new mea-
surement instrumentation is required.

Fig. 1 shows a general data network and the inter-
faces at which test instruments are used. Notice that
both analog and digital testing are done: tests be-
tween interfaces A and D are digital, while those be-
tween B and C are analog.

Several Hewlett-Packard instruments have been
developed to test telephone channels. The choice of
one or another of these depends on several factors:

r analog or digital interface
r Bell System standard or CCITT standard
r kind of data service and type of facility
r price/performance tradeoffs.

In the United States and Canada, Bell System stan-
dards prevail, while CCITT standards are used in
most other countries. These standards define differ-
ent parameters, measurement techniques, and mea-
surement units, so different instruments are required.

For digital tests, the Hewlett-Packard test set for
telephone channels with modems is Model rg+sA
Bit Error Rate Analyzer.l For higher-speed digital
channels Model 3760A/61A Data Generator/Error
Detector2 may be used.

Analog Channels
Analog channels may contain cable and microwave

Iinks, including satellite relays and various types of
carrier systems. Three classes of tests are performed
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on the analog channels: installation, routine mainten-
ance, and troubleshooting. Sixteen parameters are
commonly used in characterizing an analog data
channel,  their  individual s igni f icance depend-
ing on signal ing speed. The table below l ists
these parameters and the model numbers of the
Hewlett-Packard instruments that measure them
according to Bell System and CCITT standards.

Cover: Mo del 49404 Trans-
mlssion lmpairment Mea-
suring Set is the first instru-
ment capable of separating
and simultaneously measur-
ing six types of transient
events in voice channels:
dropouts, gain hits, phase
hits, and three levels of im-

pulse noise. lt displays the results three counts
at a time. The 49404 also measures eleven other
parameters important to data transmission.
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Parameter CCITT Bell Standard

35524 3770A 49404
5453,5J
54684 3 5 8 1 C

Loss
{mDlitude Distortion

Messase Circuit Noise a

Noise-to-Ground
N n i < p  w i t h  T o n c

Phase Distortion
fEnve lone f )e lav l

lmpulse Noise

Echo

Sinsle-Fleouencv Interference

Frcnr rcncv  Sh i f t

Phase I i t ter

Nonlinear Distortion

Phase Hits

Gain Hits

Dropouts
Peak-to-Average Ratio

1 Uses a spectal analysis technique

Instruments:

3552A Transmission Test Set

3770A Amplitude/Delay Distortion Analyzer

3551A Trmsmission Test Set

4940A Transmission lnpairment Measuring Set

5453A Fourier Analyzer with 5468A Trmsponder

3581C Select ive Voltmeter

Why so many instruments? First of all, if the service
is for low speed, DDD (direct distance dialing) and the
facility is known to be entirely copper wire to the
nearest central office, then not all of the measure-
ments are really necessary. In North America, the
3551A Transmission Test Set may provide the com-
plete testing answer. However, for higher-speed data,
private lines, or carrier-routed service, complete test-
ing of more parameters is necessary. Therefore, one
of the more elaborate instruments with this complete
capability is required, either Model 4940A Transmis-
sion Impairment Measuring Set or Model 5453A/
5468A Fourier Analyzer/Transponder. Choosing-
between these two requires a price/performance
decision.

The Fourier analyzer system is a computerized test-
ing and record-keeping system. It allows testing of a

line in less than two minutes with no operator inter-
vention. The basic system with a minimum number of
transponders costs over $60,000. Such a system can
replace multiple manual analog test sets and can be
more economical on a per-set-of-equipment basis for
Iarge installations-10 units or greater.

The 4940A Transmission Impairment Measuring
Set is a greatly improved manual test instrument. It
requires operator interaction and separate recording
and filing of test results, and takes about ten minutes
to make all of the tests the Fourier analyzer makes,
plus transient analysis. It is fully compatible with
most existing test equipment and costs on the order
of $8,000, depending on options.

Transmission lmpairment Measuring Set (TIMS)
Some of the instruments listed in the table above

will be described in detail in forthcoming issues of
the Hewlett-Packard fournal. This article describes
the new Model 494OA Transmission Impairment
Measuring Set (Fig. 2), which is designed to measure
analog parameters that affect data transmission in
United States and Canada telephone channels. It is
used at the interfaces designated B and C in Fig. 1.
Parameters measured by the 49404 are:
r Loss
i Amplitude distortion (relative or absolute loss

as a function of frequency)
r Dropouts (sudden large decreases in channel

gain)
r Gain hits (sudden positive or negative gain

changes exceeding a preselected threshold)
r Phase hits (sudden shifts of channel phase ex-

ceeding a preselected threshold)
r  Impu lse  no ise  exceed ing  th ree  prese lec ted

thresholds
r Weighted noise (3-kHz f lat  weighted or C-

message weighted)
r Noise with tone fweighted noise in the presence

of a 1004-Hz tone)

Fig. 1. A general data network,
showing where analog and digital
lest nstruments are used.
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Phase noise or i i tter of 300-Hz bandwidth
Relat ive envelope delay as a funct ion of  f re-
quency
Frequency shift
Longitudinal noise or noise l ine-to-ground
Single-frequency interference
Intermodulation or nonlinear distortion
Peak-to-average ratio (P/AR)

The last two are optional.
All measurement functions are provided in the

4S4OA on balanced lines of either 600 or 900 ohms
impedance. Measurements are made in a full-duplex
mode on two-pair channels or half-duplex on single-
pair channels. A bridging input is also provided to
allow parallel connection with other instruments.
Measurements may be made in a loop-around con-
figuration using a single 494OA, or in either direc-
tion with a second 494OA or any other instrument
capable of measuring individual parameters at the
other end of the channel.

The front panel has been organized to minimize
the number of controls and make the instrument easy
to use. All measurements are autoranging to elimi-
nate range switches. Controls are grouped into fields
and inactive displays are blanked. Each control and
switch field has associated with it a l ight-emitting-
diode dot l ight that is i l luminated in any measure-
ment in which the control is active. If a switch field is
misprogrammed for a particular measurement, all
displays and dot l ights extinguish except the dot l ight
on that f ield. When the proper switch setting is made

Fig. 2. Model 49404 Transmis-
sion lmpairment Measurtng Set
measures f i f teen analog para-
m eter s aff ecti n g d ata tr ans m issi on
in oneJourth the time formerly re-
guired. fests are according to
Bell System standards used in
North America.

all displays and lights return to normal. Thus the
operator's attention is focused on only those controls
requiring selection. Switches and controls not part
of a given measurement are disabled to prevent in-
advertent interactiorr.

System Organization
Organization of the 49404 is i l lustrated by Fig. 3.

The 4940A system consists of three transmitters, a
receiver  wi th vary ing f i l ter  and detector  com-
binations, analog-to-digital conversion capabil ity,
three digital processors, and three digital display
fields that may be switched to monitor either receive
or transmit functions. A group of annunciators as-
sociated with each display field indicates the correct
units for that field, depending on the measurement
being made.

To reduce power dissipation, a high-efficiency in-
verter-type switching-regulated power supply3 is
used. As a bonus, the conventional power transfor-
mer is eliminated.

To facilitate circuit sharing, all measurements are
reduced to three parameters: dc level, t ime interval,
and event accumulation.

Input Circuits
There are two transformer-coupled balanced con-

nection ports, one for the transmit pair and one for the
receive pair. A switch is provided for interchanging
the ports without disconnecting the pairs.

A current source across one input port provides a



current to hold the line relay in dial-up line testing.
A connection point is provided for a handset to per-
mit voice communication over the lines being tested
using either internal power or line battery. An inter-
nal loudspeaker and power amplifier are provided
for voice communications and for listening to the
line signal. A passive RF-suppression input filter
removes signals above 10 kHz without affecting
dynamic range or introducing intermodulation dis-
tortion. The uspraY CONNECTED TO switch determines
whether a receive or transmit pair is to be monitored
by the measuring circuits and display.

An array of input filters selects the fraction of the
voiceband to be measured. There is a 1004-Hz band-
pass filter for phase jitter measurements, a 1,O1,O-Hz
notch filter for noise-with-tone measurements, a 60-
Hz high-pass filter that may be used in level/frequency
measurements where power-line interference is domi-
nant, a P/AR signal bandpass filter, and notch filters
to remove baseband nonlinear distortion signals. Fil-
ter functions, transmitted signal type, and detector
type are selected by the MEASUREMENT switch.

Autoranging and Detection
A programmable autorange amplifier centers all in-

put signals within a fixed 12-dB operating range by
inserting up to 110 dB of gain in 10-dB increments.
The number of to-dB gain steps needed to place the
signal within the fixed 12-dB operating range pro-
vides the tens-digit signal level information. Units
and tenths-digit level information is obtained from a
digi tal  logari thmic converter that has a 30-dB
dynamic range roughly centered on the 12-dB operat-
ing region. The response of the autorange amplifier
may be shaped by 3-kHz flat, C-message weighting, or
second and third-order nonlinear distortion filters,
depending on the position of the measurement selec-
tion switch.

An appropriate detector selected by measurement
type follows the autorange block. An averaging de-
tector is used in sinusoidal level measurements be-
cause of its noise rejection abilities and in envelope
delay measurements because of its insensitivity to
modulation. Peak detectors are used as threshold sen-
sors in impulse noise measurements. A weighted
sum of the responses of the peak and average detec-
tors provides an excellent approximation to rms re-
sponsefor noise and nonlinear distortion measurements.

Digital Processor
Digital level information from the logarithmic con-

verter and pulse representations of impulse noise and
gain hits are routed to a digital processor. A memory
in the processor accumulates and stores the informa-
tion for subsequent display. An arithmetic unit pro-
vides the capability of making relative level/fre-
quency measurements by storing an initial measure-

ment and subtracting this count from all following
measurements. When a reference is set, the units
annunciator automatically shifts from dBm to dB.

The relative level capability is also used in the non-
linear distortion measurement. Four frequencies in
two bands are transmitted. The total signal level is
first used to set a reference level. Next, second and
third-order intermodulation products are selected by
switching in the proper bandpass filters and the rela-
tive level of these products is measured directly in
dB with respect to the total original signal.

The arithmetic unit averages ten readings of
0.01-dB resolution for each refresh cycle. The refresh
rate of the digital display has been chosen so the viewer
can see the time variations of the average signal. The
overall effect closely simulates the response that
would be observed on a meter-type display, but pro-
vides 0.1-dB resolution, much better than a meter.
Measurement of non-sinusoidal signals is made to
1-dB resolution by averaging 10 or 20 readings of
0.1-dB resolution and rounding the result.

Tracking Filter
A limiter and phase-locked loop form a tracking

filter that provides a stable, clean signal from which
frequency information is derived. To allow rapid
reading of frequency with one-hertz resolution, the
digital processor averages ten periods and then com-
putes the signal frequency. The display refresh rate is
sufficiently rapid to yield apparently instantaneous
response to variation of the front-panel transmitter
frequency control. The frequency measurement range
is from 2OOHz to above 4kHz.

The processor also handles accumulation of signal
dropouts or impulse noise counts. To detect drop-
outs (a decrease in absolute carrier level of 1,2 dB
lasting longer than 10 ms), a level reference loop sam-
ples the carrier at the beginning of the measurement
interval and stores this level as a reference in an ab-
solute reference memory. This level attenuated by
12 dB becomes the reference in a threshold compara-
tor and timing circuit.

A presettable relative threshold detector continu-
ously compares the current absolute peak value of
the signal to the same signal value delayed by four
milliseconds. If the threshold is exceeded the event
is counted as a gain transient or hit.

A limiter, phase-locked loop and g0o-Hz bandpass
filter compare the absolute value of the phase varia-
tion of the received signal in a presettable threshold
detector with the same signal delayed by four milli-
seconds. Exceeding this threshold counts as a phase
transient or hit.

In the measurement of phase noise or jitter the error
signal from the phase-locked loop is detected peak-
to-peak at the 2.S8-sigma level, quantized by an
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Flg.3. Model 4940A TIMS is six instruments in one. Many circuits are shared by two or more
measuremen$.

analog-to-digital converter and displayed on the left
display field. The error signal from the loop is also
available at an external connector for spectral analysis
of jitter components.

The output of the carrier-tracking voltage-control-
led oscillator is also available as a sync signal for
viewing jitter components on an oscilloscope or for
making high-resolution frequency measurements.

P/AR and Envelope Delay
P/AR or peak-to-average ratio is measured by

establishing a normalized signal level with an AGC
loop and a fixed reference level after passing the in-
put signal through a shaping filter. An analog calcu-
lator circuit solves the P/AR equation:

r PIP^ \P/AR: 1oo(2ffiffi^ - r/
where P/Po and FWAJFWAo are the normalized peak
and full-wave-rectified average values of the signal
envelope. A dc signal proportional to this value is
then quantized by the A-to-D converter and displayed
by the left display.



Relative envelope delay is measured by the 49404
over a range of -3000 to *9000 microseconds with
resolution of one microsecond and accuracy of -r 10
microseconds. An AGC circuit in conjunction with
the autorange amplifier provides a precise signal
level to the demodulator circuit, thus eliminating
ampli tude sensit iv i ty.  The recovered 831/3-Hz
modulation is filtered by a bandpass filter and is
either used to remodulate a fixed-frequency carrier
for return to a far-end measuring set (repeater func-
tion) or compared with the crystal-derived internal
modulation source for phase shift (normal or mea-
suring set function). In the normal mode the 83rls-
Hz signal is squared by a limiter and routed to a digi-
tal processor. Once an initial phase reference is es-
tablished at a reference frequency, the digital processor
calculates the net phase difference and then stores
this value and subtracts it algebraically from subse-
quent readings. The net value of the relative delay is
displayed with the correct sign; there is no need for
any calculation by the operator. Twenty measure-
ments are averaged for each display reading. The
refresh rate is three per second.

Transmitters
One of three internal transmitters is selected by the

choice of measurement. The transmitted amplitude
is adjustable over a range of +to dBm to less than
-40 dBm. Setting the otspray coNNECTED ro switch
to TRANSMIT allows the unit to monitor the output
level and, if appropriate, the output frequency. When
switching between measurements all amplitudes re-
main constant with two exceptions. Because of the
high crest factors of the nonlinear distortion and P/AR
signals, output amplitude is limited to 0 dBm in these
measurements.

In level/frequency and envelope delay measure-
ments three modes of transmitter frequency control
are available: continuously manually variable, step-
pable up or down in 100-Hz increments with 4-Hz
offset (f : 100N44, where 2<N<39), or incrementally
swept through the same \OO-Hz steps at a variable
rate. The 4-Hz offset is provided to eliminate inter-
ference resulting from the 8-kHz sampling rate in
PCM systems. In the swept mode, the automatic step-
ping action may be overridden manually if a reading
is missed. The transmitter is phase-locked to an inter-
nal crystal-derived signal when it is in either of the
step modes or when operating at the 1004-Hz fixed
frequency in noise-with-tone, three-level impulse
noise, hits and dropouts, or phase jitter measurements.

Another transmitter generates the P/AR signal. This
signal approximates the spectral energy distribution
of a data signal and has a precisely defined peak-to-
average value, a parameter particularly sensitive to
amplitude and phase distortion. A ROM is used to
store a digital time domain representation of the P/AR

signal. An A-to-D converter and shaping filter com-
plete the transmitter circuit. Crystal-derived clock
drive insures spectal frequency accuacy and stability.

The third TIMS transmitter generates the multi-
frequency signal used in measuring intermodulation
distortion. Frequencies are obtained by division of a
crystal-controlled source.

Self-Test
Built into the 49404 is a complete self-test system

that allows an operator to verify the proper function-
ing and calibration of the set in every measurement.
Placing the set in sELF-cHEcr and rotating the mea-
surement switch through each position with the
transmit and receive inputs connected together and
the usplav coNNEcrED ro switch in the REcEIVE posi-
tion causes a series of calibration numbers to be dis-
played. Miscalibration or malfunction of either trans-
mitter or receiver results in deviation of the cali-
bration numbers from their proper values.
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Transient Measurements
by Paul G. Winninghoff

Transient phenomena are a major cause of data communica-
tion problems, especially as the data rate approaches the chan-
nel capacity. Transient measurements are therefore an impor-
tant part of data channel characterization.

Fourtransient phenomena of primary interest are cal led drop-
outs, gain hits, phase hits, and impulse noise. Measuring these
phenomena has been imprecise, part ly because of their ran-
dom, sporadic nature-two successive measurements may
yield very different numbers of events-and partly because of
the difficulty of separating and classifying the different types of
events. The 4940A TIMS is the f irst instrument capable of simul-
taneously recording hits, dropouts, and impulse noise and
properly dist inguishing one from another.
Dropouts are losses of signal carrier. The 49404 recognizes as
a dropout a decrease in carrier level of at least 12 dB lasting at
least .1 0 ms. The reference level is established at the beginning
of a measurement. Sometimes when a dropout occurs the back-
ground noise r ises simultaneously, so the total signal level
may approximate the origrnal carrier level. In the 49404, a rate
detector, a kind of digital bandpass fr l ter, dist inguishes be-
tween carr ier and noise in such situations.

System
Autorange
Amplitiel
in Manual

Mode

Automatic
Reterence
Amplifier

Gain hits are rapid chqnges in the channel gain. ln the 49404
this is a relative measurement; the reference level is the level
of the signal itself, delayed by 4 ms before comparison. The
4-ms delay al lows the set to dist inguish gain hits from impulse
noise and dropouts. Time constants of the TIMS are chosen to
match a typical modem AGC response time so that a slowly
changing gain that can be tracked by a modem's AGC wil l
not be counted as a gain hit .  The gain hit  threshold, selectable
by means of a front-panel control,  is 2, 4, 6, or 8 dB.
Phose hits are rapid phase changes in the channel. The phase
reference is the signal itself delayed by 4 ms, and the 49404
time constants match those of typical modems. The phase hit
threshold is selectable from 10 degrees to 45 degrees in f ive-
degree steps.
Impu.lse noise consists of noise spikes that are much greater
in ampli tude than the average message-circuit  noise envelope.
These spikes are narrow, typically lasting less than 4 ms and
occurring in bursts. The 4940A counts noise spikes that exceed
three thresholds. The low threshold is set on the front oanel
and the middle and high thresholds are 4dB and BdB above
the low threshold.

Count,
Store
and

Display

Count,
Store
and

Dlsplay



Event Counting
Transient measurements may be made over five-minute or

f i f teen-minute intervals, or continuously. During the measure-
ment interval the cumulative counts of the six simultaneous
measurements (dropouts, gain hits, phase hits, and three levels
of impulse noise) are stored in internal memory. The three
display f ields register either hits and dropouts or impulse noise,
depending on the posit ion of a fronfpanel switch. The f inal
counts remain stored after the end of a measurement until a
new measurement is ini t iated.

An "in process" annunciator informs the operator that a mea-
surement is under way. l f  the operator changes any cri t ical
switches (other than the threshold switches) while a measure-
ment is in progress, the measurement is automatical ly sus-
pended and the count memories reset to zero. This prevents
inval id measurements.

Two count rates are provided. BELL srD limits the count rate to
seven counts per second, matching the counting speed of
earl ier impulse noise sets that used mechanical counters.
CHNL LrD (channel l imited) al lows counting at rates greater
than 30 counts per second.

Transient Receiver
The diagram shows the receiver system that simultaneously

measures dropouts, gain and phase hits, and three levels of
impulse noise. As is true for al l  49404 measurements, many
of the blocks shown are shared with other measurements.

The top channel in the diagram measures three-level impulse
noise and the bottom channel measures hits and dropouts. A
4-ms guard interval is provided so the hit  detectors are not

confused by impulse noise spikes. Delay and store loops hold
the reference levels during the 4-ms interval.  To prevent drop-
outs'  being counted as hits, the hit  detectors are inhibited when
a cariet loss of more than 12 dB lasts more than 3lz ms.

A measurement is ini t iated by the operator 's pushing the
srARr/REsET button. This sets the automatic reference amplifier
in the lower channel to minimum gain. The gain then increases
unti l  the output of the automatic reference ampli f ier reaches a
preset level.  The t imed interval begins after this level has been
reacneo.

Event Discrimination
Any transient disturbance of the carr ier generates frequency

components outside the 1004-Hz notch f i l ter in the impulse
noise channel and therefore simulates impulse noise. Thus the
simultaneous measurement of hits, dropouts, and impulse noise
poses the problem of event discrimination. The 1004-Hz carr ier
is necessary for simultaneous measurements, of course, but i t  is
also needed to activate companders, i f  present in the channel,
and to make the impulse noise measurement representative of
the channel under operating condit ions.

To solve the discrimination problem, recording of impulses is
delayed and an inhibit  is provided to prevent an event 's being
recorded as an impulse i f  i t  records as a gain hit ,  a phase hit ,  or
a dropout. The hit and dropout detectors are not easily con-
fused by impulses.

l f  no carr ier is present at the beginning of the measurement
the inhibit  signal ls not generated. This al lows impulse noise to
be measured with no carr ier present. A minus slgn annunciator
in the r ight display warns the operator that there is no carr ier.

The 4940A Sine Wave Transmitter
by Richard T. Lee

The 49404 sine wave transmitter generates audio fre-
quency signals that are either continuously variable from 200
to 3900 Hz or steooable in 100-Hz increments lrom2U to 3904
Hz. l t  uses a BFO (beatfrequency-osci l lator) circuit  technique
to minimize distort ion and to provide at each frequency step the
fixed 4-Hz frequency offset necessary to test channels contain-
ing PCM systems. A programmable frequency synthesizer pro-
vides stable, phase-locked, stepped frequencies at precise
100-Hz increments. The sine wave output can be ampli tude-
modulated at 831/3 Hz for test ing data l ines for envelope delay
distort ion.

The overal l  block diagram is shown in Fig. 1. Two crystal
osci l lators at 9.996 MHz and 10.000 MHz produce the primary
signals for transmitter operation: a 20-kHz square wave refer-
ence signal for the frequency synthesizer and a 9.996-kHz
square wave f ixedJrequency input to the BFO mixer,

The frequency synthesizer can be operated in either a pro-
grammable phase-locked mode or an open-loop mode ( in
which case i t  may be considered simply a voltage-control led
osci l lator).  In the phase-locked mode the synthesizer generates
signals in 100-Hz steps from 10.200 kHz to 13.900 kHz. The
actual frequency depends on BCD information from the step-
100-Hz circuit .  This BCD information may be overridden by a
command bit  from the system logic control to produce an
.1 .1 .000-kHz output; this is done whenever a f ixed 1004-Hz sig-
nal is wanted for noise-with-tone, transient, and phase j i t ter
measurements. In the open-loop mode a tuning voltage from
the front-panel manual frequency control direct ly varies the
VCO frequency between 1O.2 k1z and 13.9 kHz.

In the BFO mixer the frequency synthesizer output acts as a

local osci l lator signal and mixes wrth the 9.996-kHz input. The
result is a chopped signal containing a desired f requency from
204H2to3904 Hz, various harmonics of thisfrequency, higher-
order  mix ing  produc ts ,  and feedthrough o f  the  input  t re -
quencies. Fi l ter ing the 9.996-kHz input square wave attenuates
harmonics and lower-frequency mixing products, and passing
the mixer output through the 4-kHz low-pass f i l ter removes the
feedthrough and higher-frequency mixing components.

The sine wave signal from the 4-kHz low-pass f i l ter may be
modulated by an 83ls-Hz tone generated either internal ly in
the transmitter (normal modulat ion mode) or recovered f rom an
input signal in the receiver section of the 4940A (repeat modula-
t ion mode). The B3le-Hz sine wave used in the normal mode
is crystal-osci l lator-derived and is processed in a digital low-
pass f i l ter. The digital f i l ter has the stable phase-shift  charac-
teristics that are essential for accurate envelope delay dis-
tort ion measurements.

The sine wave transmitter may be operated in a "signal ing
frequency skip" mode, i ts output shut off  in the range 2450 Hz
lo 2750 Hz. A frequency discriminator converts the sine wave
signal from the 4-kHz f i l ter to a dc analog voltage that is fed to
a window comparator. When the analog voltage fal ls between
two reference input voltages the window comparator is act i-
vated, opening the FET switch at the transmitter output.

Programmable Frequency Synthesizer
As shown in Fig. 2, the frequency synthesizer is a phase-

locked loop consist ing of a voltage-control led osci l lator, a
programmable frequency divider, and a phase detector and
low-oass filter.



The VCO is an emitter-coupled mult ivibrator with varactor
diode tuning elements. The VCO frequency has a nominal range
of 2.04 MHz to 2.7BMHz. Temperature coefi icient varies from a
maximum of 200 ppm/'C at the lowest output frequency to
less than 100 ppm/'C at the highest frequency. After buffering,
the VCO output signal is divided in frequency by 200 and be-
comes the 1O.2-kHz{o-13.9-kHz local osci l lator signal appl ied
to the BFO mixer.

A programmable divider operates on the 2.04{o-2.78-MHz
VCO signal and presents to the phase detector a 2O-kHz
signal that is phase-locked to a 20-kHz reference frequency
when the loop is closed. Three cascaded modulo-N counters
and a BCD data selector form the programmable divider. The
divisor is 100+N:(100+1op+e), where p and e are the tens and
ones digits respectively. As indicated in Fig. 2, 100<100+N<139;
however, divisor values of 100+N:100 or 10-1 are orohibited
by the step-1 00-Hz logic. Since the output of the programmable
divider is constrained to be precisely 20 kHz in the phase-
locked condit ion,

fy66 : 20,000(100+N)

w h e r e  N  : 2 ,  3 , . . . ,  3 9 .
There is a convenient direct relat ionship between N and the

transmitter output frequency: N:2 corresponds to for, -_ 204 Hz
N:3 to for, :  3O4 Hz, and so on. Each phase-locked f requency
is accurate within +0.5 Hz.

A f ixed-frequency bit  f  rom the system logic control causes the
BCD data selector to apply P:1, Q:O to the counter chain,
result ing in a f ixedJrequency transmitter output of j004 Hz.

The phase detector converts input phase differences to out-
put currents. A low-pass filter integrates these currents to dc
and slowly varying ac voltages that are applied to the VCO
tuning input. The bandwidth of the f i l ter is 500 Hz, low enough
to al low the loop to lock to the 20-kHz reference, but high
enough so that low{requency disturbances (such as 60 Hz)
originating within the loop are attenuated by the action of the
loop.

Frequency
Programming
Bits

Fixed-Frequency
Bit trom System
Logic Control

Fig. 1. 49404 sine wave transmitter block diagram
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Fig. 3. Step-700-Hz circuit

The Step-10GHz Circuit
Fig. 3 is a diagram of the step-100-Hz circuit .  The key blocks

of this circuit are the two up-down counters that furnish BCD
ones and tens digit  information to the programmable divider in
the frequency synthesizer. These up-down counters can
operate in two ways: pulses may be applied to the count-up or
count-down inputs of the ones counter from either single-step
front-panel switches or an autostepping circuit, or information
present at their data inputs may be loaded into the counters,
determining their outputs. Clrcuit  operation guarantees that
these two situations are mutually exclusive.

The up-down counter outputs can be changed in single-
step increments by operation of the front-panel step-up or
step-down Hall-effect pushbutton switches. The TTL pulse re-
sult ing from each push operation travels through a number ol
step-up or step-down gates to the appropriate count input on
the ones up-down counter. During this srEp 1oo HZ mode, the
autostep circuit is deactivated. The up-down counters are pre-
vented from counting below N:2 or above N:39 by an inhibit
circuit that locks out input pulses to the step-down or step-up
gates respectively. When the instrument is turned on, any i l -
legal states (e.9., N<2, N>39, P>3, P or Q>9) present in the
up-down counters are sensed by the inhibit  circuit ,  which then
allows a 2-kHz clock to run through the step-up gates, stepping
the up-down counters untilthey reach an allowed state, where-
upon normal operation begins.

Wi th  the  f ron t -oane l  FHEouENcy coNTRoL swi tch  in  the

AurosrEp position TTL pulses from the autostep circuit con-
t inuously pass through the step-up gates to the up-down
counters unti l  N:39. These pulses are then rerouted through
the step-down gates unti l  N:2. The sequence then repeats.
The time interval between steps is adjusted by a front-panel
srEp RAIE control to be between 0.25 second and 7 seconds. The
step-up/down pushbutton switches remain activated in this
mode.

When the FREouENcy coNTRoL switch is set to TMANUAL and
the operator wants to change to the srEp 1oo HZ mode, he simply
turns the switch to this posit ion. l f  the transmitter has been
manually tuned to for,,  where 100N<fout<.100(N+1), the {re-
quency wil l  phase-lock dt foul :  100N+4 Hz when the change
is made. This is implemented as follows. In the urruunr mode
an output from the manual frequency load circuit  locks out the
TTL pulses from the Hall-effect switches and the autostep cir-
cuit .  A repeti t ive sequence of three digital signals arr ives at the
step-100-Hz circuit  from the 4940A display circuits. First,  a
Reser pulse zeros the storage counters. Then a rneouencv o,qrn
pulse burst arrives at the input of the ones storage counter,
and the count information is presented at the storage counter
outputs in BCD form, The number of pulses in each burst equals
the two most signif icant digits of the 49404 frequency display
reading (that is, the number of pulses is N). A LoAD pulse then
transiers the information in the storage counters to the up-down
counters. Thus these counters always contain the current value
of N. The roao pulse is locked out in the srEp roo rz and AurosrEp
modes.



Nonlinear Distortion Measurements
by Donald A. Dresch

Nonlinear distort ion as used here means the generation of
unwanted signals as a result of nonl inear operations on a de-
sired signal or group of signals. Harmonic distort ion is one
well-known example; i f  the maln signal is a sine wave of fre-
quency F, the unwanted signals appear as sine waves at 2F,
3F,  and so  on .

Harmonic distort ion is often used as a measure of nonl inear
d is to r t ion  in  vo ice  channe ls  because harmon ic  d is to r t ion
is easi ly measured with readi ly avai lable equipment. How-
ever, any conclusion about the nonlinearity of a telephone
channel based on harmonic distort ion measurements is sublect
to gross errors. l f  two identical nonl inearit ies in a channel are
separated by a l inear network that has just the r ight phase
characterist ic, the distort ion products from a single transmitted
sine wave may combine in such a manner that the energy of a
part icular harmonic from one nonlinearity may completely
cancel the energy of that harmonic from the second nonlinearity.
At the other extreme, a dif ferent phase characterist ic may
cause distort ion voltages from the two nonlinearit ies to add,
showing four t imes the power level at that harmonic that would
be produced by each source separately. Because a telephone
channel may contain several nonl inearit ies separated by l inear
networks, harmonic measurements wil l  yield dif ferent results
lor dif ferent test frequencies as a result of variat ions in channel
delay with frequency, l f  the channel contains a frequency mult i-
plexed system, frequency offset may occur and harmonic dis-
tort ion measurements may show a very-low{requency "breath-
ing" or beat with t ime.

The nonilnear distort ion measurement in the 49404 takes a
different approach that minimizes these problems. In the TIMS
transmitter, count-down chains from a crystal osci l lator create
two pairs of tones, A and B. The A pair is centered at 860 Hz and
separated by 6 Hz, and the B pair is centered at 1380 Hz and
separated by .1 1 Hz. Nonlinear distort ion is measured by detec-
t ing the intermodulat ion products created when this signal is
transmitted through the voice channel. Second-order distor-
t ion is measured by selectively f i l ter ing, power summing and
detecting the energy at the A+B and A-B frequencies. Third-
order distort ion is measured by f i l ter ing and detecting the 28 -A

frequencies. Second-order dlstort ion products consist of eight
dist inct frequencies, while third-order products consist of
four dist inct frequencies. Together al l  these frequencies ap-
proxlmate narrow-band noise in ampli tude distr ibution. This
reduces the sensit ivi ty of the measurement to envelope delay
and frequency offset characterist ics,

Tests have shown that the frequency dependence and t ime
variabi l i ty problems of harmonic distort ion measurements are
not completely el iminated by using the intermodulat ion tech-
nique. However, they are greatly reduced in most cases. Sec-
ond-order distort ion measurements on channels with dif ferent
ampli tude and envelope delay characterist ics produce varying
results when amounts of distort ion are low. However, in prac-
trcal appl icat ions there is good general agreement when the
amount of second-order distort ion is of suff icient magnitude to
be of interest, and in the case of mult iplexed channels, i f  read-
ings are averaged over a 20{o-30-second interval.  Third-
order distort ion measurements also exhibit  a reduced sensi-
t ivi ty to t ime and delay distort ion variabi l i ty because the A and
B frequencies and the third-order 28-A product are near
the center of the band where the channel 's envelope delay char-
acterist ic is typical ly f lat.

There were other considerations for the selection of A and B
frequencies. The second-order prciducts must be somewhat
immune to the effects of channel rol l-off ,  and the second and
third-order products must be separated by at least 300 Hz from
any signal components to minimize the effects of phase j i t ter on
d is to r t ion  read ings .  The f requenc ies  chosen meet  these
requirements.

The effect of background noise on the measurement is de-
termined by doubling the power of the A frequencies and dis-
abl ing the B frequencies. Level-sensit ive circuits such as syl-
labic compandors are kept at their operating levels while the
no ise  in  the  nar row-band A-8 ,  A+8,  and 28-A s lo ts  i s  mea-
sured. A correction factor can then be aoolied to the measure-
ments  as  shown in  F ig .  1 .

NLD Transmitter
The block diagram of the nonlinear distort ion transmitter is

shown in Fig, 2. The four A and B frequencies are synthesized
from programmable countdown chains, al l  fed from a common
crystal osci l lator. The A and B frequency pairs are added
separately and low-pass f i l tered, then added together. In the
output summing circuit ,  a transistor switch doubles the gain of
the ampli f ier and disables the B count-down chains for back-
ground noise measurements.

NLD Receiver
Fig. 3 is a block diagram of the nonlinear distort ion receiver.

Before notching out the fundamental frequencies the received
signals are high-pass f i l tered to remove any signals at 60 Hz
and i ts harmonics. The notch f i l ters reject the A and B frequen-
cies by 50 dB. Depending on whether i t  is the signal, the sec-
ond-order level,  or the third-order level that is being measured,
narrow-band f i l ters are automatical ly switched in or out. A
quasi-rms detector detects the signals. As in al l  other measure-
ments, level ranging, level referencing, "+" and "-" indicators,
and dB/dBm indicators are completely automatic. Readings are
s tab i l i zed  approx imate ly  four  seconds a f te r  a  pushbut ton
selection has been made.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 0

Distortion Measurement Above
Noise Measurement (dB)

Fig. 1, Correction factor is applied to nonlinear distortion
measurements to eliminate noise contribution.
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Envelope Delay Distortion Measurements
by Richard G. Fowles and Johann J. Heinzl

Phase delay distortion and envelope delay distortion are often
confused. Phase delay is insert ion phase shif t  divided by fre-
quency, @/or. Envelope delay is the first derivative of phase with
respect to frequency, d{/dar (see Fig. 1). Phase delay dis-
tortion and envelope delay distortion occur when phase delay
and envelope delay, respectively, vary nonl inearly with fre-
quency. l t  is possible to have phase delay distort ion without en-
velope delay distort ion, but envelope delay distort ion is al-
ways accompanied by phase delay distort ion,

Voice transmission is not affected by envelope delay dis-
tort ion or phase delay distort ion because intel l igibi l i ty is not
impaired by phase shif t .  However, electronic equipment such
as data modems may be very sensit ive to such distort ion be-
cause waveforms may be considerably altered. In the special
case of pure phase delay distortion, information transmitted by
an ampli tude, frequency, or phase-modulated signal is not af-
fected because the amplitudes and relative phases of side-
bands and carr ier are not changed. Envelope delay distort ion
or EDD, on the other hand, is very troublesome.

Method of EDD Measurement
The 49404 EDD measurement is based on the Nyquist and

Brand method.l  A carr ier signal is ampli tude modulated with a
lowJrequency signal. The phase shif t  encountered by the en-
velope of the transmitted signal is a measure of envelope delay
at that carr ier frequency. Although envelope delay is an abso-
lute quanti ty, the 4940A measures relat ive envelope delay,
that is, envelope delay as a lunction of carr ier frequency with
respect to a f ixed but arbitrary carr ier frequency. This has no
elfect on the measurement of distort ion, which is determined
by measuring the variat ion in relat ive envelope delay over
the frequency band. The 4940A is compatible with other en-
velope delay test sets used by the telephone companies in the
U.S.A. and Canada.

In voiceband measurements, envelope delay distort ion is
usually referenced to a carr ier frequency near '1800 Hz. In the
typical channel the envelope delay characterist ics are f lat
and a minimum in this region. The modulat ion index of the EDD
test signal is 50% and the modulat ion frequency is 83i ls Hz.

To make an EDD measurement, two TIMS are used. The
TIMS normal test set transmits a test signal over the channel
under test to the TIMS repeat test set. The repeat set responds

Frequency, lraaians/sellna)

Fig, 1, Phase delay and envelope delay defined.

by transmitt ing envelope delay information back to the normal
set over the return reference voice channel. The normal set
compares i ts received signal with i ts transmitted signal to deter-
mine envelope delay distort ion values.

The normal set transmits an ampli tude-modulated test signal
consisting of a variableJrequency carrier (300 to 3904 Hz) and
a f ixed modulat ion frequency (83rrs Hz). The carr ier frequency
is varied over the band of interest, usual ly in 100-Hz steps. The
test signal traverses the voice channel under test and is re-
ceived by the repeat set. The receiver of the repeat set ampli-
tude-demodulates the incoming test signal and then uses the
recovered modulat ion to ampli tude-modulate a f ixedJrequency
carrier that is transmitted back to the normal set. The fixed re-
peafset carr ier frequency is usually selected near midband
(1 800 Hz). Because the repeat-set carrier frequency is fixed, no
envelope delay distort ion is encountered by the return refer-
ence signal, although there is a f ixed envelope delay. There-
fore, the envelope delay value received at the normal set rep-
resents the envelope delay value received at the repeat set,
plus the constant envelope delay of the return reference channel.

The receiver of the normal set demodulates the incoming re-
turn reference signal. The phase of the incoming return refer-
ence envelope is then compared to the original 83r/3-Hz osci l-
lator signal to determine the difference in phase between the
two signals.

At the beginning oJ the measurement a DELAv zERo control
is used to cancel the envelope delay of the measurement loop.
All future measurements are then referenced to the normal-set
carr ier frequency at which the delay was zeroed (usually near
1800 Hz).

EDD Analog Gircuits
Fig. 2 shows the 49404 EDD receiver circuits. The received

envelope delay signal passes f irst through a 1O-kHz low-pass
fi l ter and an autorange ampli f ier that keeps the output level
within a 12-dB range for input signal variat ions up to 50 dB. An
automatic level control circuit guarantees a nearly constant
83ls-Hz signal ampli tude at the demodulator and l imiters. This
is important because level changes here would cause small
oelay errors,

A ful l-wave recti f ier is used to demodulate the envelope
delay signal. Low-pass f i l ters 1 and 2 recover the 83ls-Hz
modulat ion. The higher the Q of these f i l ters the higher is the
attenuation of unwanted interference tones, harmonics, and
noise. Unfortunately, an increase in Q also results in an increase
of pole location dri f t  with temperature. Thrs causes a phase
shift  and therefore an error in the envelope delay measurement.
To overcome this problem, a special control loop was designed.
The loop compares the phase of the demodulated B3ls-Hz
signal at the output of high-Q f i l ters 1 and 2 with that of the same
83ils-Hz signal at the output of low-Q filters 3 and 4. Thd low-Q
fi l ters are very temperature stable and serve as a phase
reference.

A change in pole location in the high-Q l i l ters (e.9., because
of a change in temperature) changes the insert ion phase shif t
at B3i le Hz. This phase shif t  is measured in a phase detector
and the detector output voltage is compared to a fixed dc refeF
ence voltage. The dif ference is ampli f ied by a dif ferential am-
pl i f ier, which controls a voltage-dependent resistor in low-pass
fi l ter 1. Varying this resistor 's value changes the pole location
and the insert ion phase shif t  through that f i l ter. The result is a
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Fig.2. 4940A envelope delay transmitter and receiver circuits

filter that has high-Q amplitude response and low-Q phase
stability. lts temperature stability virtually eliminates warm-up
time and the need for a constant ambient temoerature to make
an accurate envelope delay measurement.

Delay changes with temperature in the transmitter are mini-

l-MHz Clock

mal because the modulat ion signal is synthesized digital ly by
summing of the outputs of an 8-bit shift register. This technique
overcomes the significant temperature drift of analog filters.

EDD Dlgltal Circuits
From the receiver circuits shown in Fio. 2. the filtered B3r/3-

Return
Signal
trom
Receivel
Circuits

Address

Fig.3. 49404 envelope delay measurement circuits
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Hz output goes to the digital measurement circuits shown in Fig,
3. The measurement is controlled by an algorithmic state ma-
ch ine ,2

The dynamic range of the measurement circuits is 12,000
microseconds, distributed as -3000 pcs to +9000 g.s from a
selectable arbitrary reference. 12,000 pr,s corresponds to one
period of the modulat ion frequency of 83tts Hz.

The B3ile-Hz signal from the receiver circuits is f i rst syn-
chronized with the .1-MHz clock signal and then compared in the
phase detector with a reference signal from the phase auto-
range circuit .  Fig. 4 is a diagram of the phase detector. The
detector tr iggers on the leading edge of either input signal:
the reference signal sets the phase detector and the return
signal resets i t .  The output pulse width of the phase detector
is therefore a measure of the phase difference.

ln a practical circuit ,  noise causes degradation of the re-
sponse, as shown in Fig. 5. To meet the accuracy requirement
o f  +1Ops,  the  phase de tec tor  must  opera te  in  the  l inear
window shown in Fig. 5, For the specif ied worst case (S+N)/N
of 20 dB and a 3.9-kHz bandwidth this window is 11,600 ps
wrde.

To establ ish that the phase detector is operating in the l inear
window a phase autorange circuit  (Fig. 6) is act ivated each
time the DELAY zERo button is pressed. This circult  steps the
phase in 90' increments and remains enabled unti l  the phase
difference is between 90'and 27O".The arbitrary reference for
the measurement is then establ ished by measuring the init ial
phase relat ionship between the reference and return signals
and then delaying the reference signal untr l  the desired re-
ference phase exists. In practice, the reference phase difier-
ence is not arbitrary; it is always set to 90' when the DELAY zERo
button is oressed.

Measurement Procedure
To make an envelope delay distort ion measurement the

reference ohase difference is set at 90" with the reference
signal leading the return signal. The carr ier frequency at which
this is done is arbitrary; however, 1804 Hz is general ly used.
With the reference establ ished, the measurement proceeds by
init ial izing a 4y2 decade counter at 17000. The leading 1 in-
dicates a negative number and 7000 is the tens complement of
3000; thus the number preset into the counters is -3000. This
removes the initial phase difference o1 90". Twenty samples
of the phase detector output are al lowed to gate 1-MHz clock
pulses into the 472 decade counter. l f  the delay has increased
the counter overflows and resets the overflow flip-flop, and
the number in the counter is displayed. l i  the delay had de-
creased the counter would not have overflowed. (This indicates
a phase detector output of less than 90'.) In this case before

Fig.4. Envelope delay phase detectol

Phase Detectol
Output

Actual
Response

ldealized
Response

l- j 1,600 rs *l

Fig. 5. Phase detector output versus phase difference. To
avoid noise-produced deviations from the ideal curve, the
detector must operate within the 11,600 ps window shown.

being displayed the number in the counter is tens comple-
mented to put i t  in proper sign-magnitude form.

The use of the digital display in the measurement of envelope
delay offers the advantage of having accuracy and resolution
independent of displayed magnitude. But along with this ad-
vantage came the digital display's main disadvantage: poor
readabil i ty for noisy signals. Noise is especial ly troublesome in
phase measurements. The problem was reduced by keeping
system bandwidth as narrow as possible in the detector, by
averaging 20 samples to reduce noise before displaying the re-
sult ,  and by using a display refresh rate consistent with visual
response (three t imes per second). The result is a mean varia-
t ion of +50 rrs out of a possible .12,000 p.s for an input (S +NyN
of 20 dB over a 3.9-kHz bandwidth.

References
1 . H. Nyquisl and S. Brand, "lVeasurement of Phase Distortion," Bell System Techni-
cal Journal. Mav 1 930.
2. F.E. Felsenstein, "The 5345A Processor: An Example of State lvachine Design,"

Hewlett-Packard Journal. June 1 974.
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Peak-to-Average Ratio Measurements
by Erhard Ketelsen

Because of the demand for increasing numbers of data-
quali ty telephone channels, a quick means of identi fying de-
graded channels has been sought by the telephone industry.
A successful method would el iminate unnecessary measure-
ments on good channels and al low maintenance personnel to
concentrate further measurements on degraded channels to
locate impairments and repair the channels.

To meet this need, the peak-to-average ratio (P/AR) measure-
ment was developed by Bell Laboratories. Pulses of known
peak{o-average rat io are transmitted through a communi-
cation channel. At the receiving end the peakto-average ratio
of the pulses is measured, normalized, and displayed. A read-
ing of 100 signif ies no pulse degradation.

Any change in the phase relat ionship of the frequency com-
ponents of the pulse modif ies the pulse shape (primari ly by
spreading i t  in t ime), and therefore the P/AR measurement is
very sensit ive to envelope delay distort ion. Noise, changes in
the transfer characterist ic of the channel, and repeater amoli-
f ier cl ipping also affect the P/AR reading.

The transmitted pulses are shaped to simulate a data signal.
The major portion of the energy is distributed near the center of
the voice band. The pulse spectrum contains 16 frequency
components f rom.125+15.625 Hzto3875+15.625 Hz (F ig  1 ) .

Without the offset of 15.625 Hz, the spectral l ines are al l  odd
harmonics of the lowest frequency, 125 Hz. The absence of
even harmonics produces a pulse train with half-wave sym-
metry, el iminating a problem of earl ier P/AR instruments where
reversing the line polarity would result in a different P/AR reading.

Another difficulty in making P/AR measurements is what is
commonly cal led "breathing", In a carr ier system, although
the carr ier frequency of the transmitter is crystal control led, i t
may dif fer from the carr ier frequency used in the demodulat ion
process at the receiver. When the frequency difference is less
Ihan 2 Hz i t  causes a slow variat ion in the phase relat ionship of
the spectral components, which causes the magnitude of the
pulses to change slowly. I f  the detector in the P/AR receiver
fol lows the changes, the readings may vary by a large amount
from their average value. The 15.265-Hz frequency offset in
the 49404 increases the rate of magnitude variat ion so the
changes are easi ly integrated by the detector.

To prevent ampli f ier saturation in the communication channel,
the crest factor of the 49404 pulse train is l imited to 10 dB.
Crest factor is the ratio of peak voltage to rms voltage. Crest
factor is important because it determines the dynamic range re-
quired for system linearity. A system may operate linearly when
the signal is a sine wave but begin cl ipping when a non-
sinusoidal signal of the same rms level but higher crest factor
is transmitted. Llmit ing the crest factor to 10 dB assures that
this wil l  not occur.

How lt's Done
In earlier P/AR sets the receiver was required to cope with

the effect of frequency translation of the P/AR spectrum by the
carrier system (breathing). Fi l ters and phase equalizers made
the receiver complex and expensive, In these early sets the
P/AR signal was generated by means of a pulse generator and
shaping filters. In the 49404 an offset P/AR spectrum is gen-
erated digital ly in the transmitter, and the receiver becomes
very srmple.

The 49404 uses a 4096-bit  read-only memory (ROM) to
generate the pulse train (see Fig. 2). The ROM is programmed
with the time-domain representation of the offset frequency
spectrum. lt is driven by a crystal oscillator to guarantee that
the spectral lines are at the correct frequencies.

The ROM output repeats each 64 mil l iseconds, but because

Flg. 2. P IAB si gnal wav eform ls sfored in a read-only memory
in the 49404, This method ot generation allows the receiver to
be much Iess complex and expensivethan previous methods.
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Flg. 1. Frequency spectrum and envelope of transmitted
si gnal for peak-to-aver age rctio measu rements.
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Flg. 3. PIAR calculator.

the pulse train has half-wave symmetry, only the f irst 32 ms
are stored. The ROM is organized into 512 B-bit  words and is
sampled at a rate of 62.5 microseconds per word (512 x
62.5 ps :32 ms). The sampling frequency of 16 kHz is high
enough so that al iasing does not occur.

A 5-kHz low-pass f i l ter keeps oufof-band signal energy40 dB
below the transmitter level and smooths the output wavelorm.
The information in the ROM is pre-emphasized to compensate
for the gain and phase changes that occur as the pulses go
through the smoothing f i l ter.

At the receiving end P/AR rs calculated using the fol lowing
eouation:

o t o

P/AR=1oo(2F#ff i-"-1)
where Po and FWA. are the peak reading and full wave average
readings of the transmitted pulse train. Since Po and FWA. are
constants, the equation can be written as

t  Peak
P / A R = 1 o o ( K ' # - t ).  I -WA

The received pulse is shaped by a tourth-order band-pass
filter that has a center f requency of 1300 Hz and a Q of 3.1 . The
shaping filter reduces the effects of power-line frequency inter-
ference and modifies the pulse train before detectior,.

The f i l ter 's response was calculated to minimize the crest
factor of the transmitted signal while maintaining the same fre-
quency spectrum at the detector input. This was done on an
iterative basis by crosscorrelation of a trial filter function with
the desired f i l ter output (detector input). Then the t ime-domain
transform was taken. the oeak and rms values of the waveform
were calculated, and the resulting crest factor was plotted as a
function of pole location, The resulting plot was a cone-shaped
contour map with the minimum crest factor at its apex. The
49404 shaping f i l ter is designed to have the pole locations
corresponding to this minimum crest factor.

The peakto-full-wave-average ratio measurement is made
by an absolute-value ampli f ier in an automatic gain control
loop referenced to a one-volt source (Fig. 3). The result ing
output voltage is digitized and averaged over five intervals
to reduce variations caused bv noise transients.
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Noel E. Damon (center)
49404 project manager Noel Damon, an engineering group
leader at HP's Delcon Division, has been with HP for ten
years. During that t ime he's designed custom RF and data
acquisit ion systems and served as project manager for ultra-
sonic detectors, c6ble fault  locators, and the 49404 Tl lMS.
Before coming to HP he designed f i l ters and mobile telecom-
munications systems for seven years. Noel completed his
studies for the BS degree in electr ical engineering at the
University of Cali fornia at Los Angeles in 1957, fol lowing three
years in the U.S. Army. He received his MSEE degree from
Stanford University in 1970, He's married, has four chi ldren,

Erhard Ketelsen (right)
A native of Husum, Germany, Erhard Ketelsen came to the
U.S.A. in 1955, During the next f i f teen years he served four
years in the U.S. Air Force, met and married his Swiss wife,
and earned his BSEE degree from Cali fornia State University,
San Jose in 1970. Since joining HP in 1970, he's designed
the 4910F Open Fault Locator and the P/AR circuitry and NLD
transmitter for the 4940A TIMS, He's now near completion of
his MSEE work at Cali fornia State University, San Jose, The
Ketelsens, who l ive in Sunnyvale, have two boys. Erhard
serves as entertainment director of the local cub scout pack,
and l ikes to spend his leisure t ime reading, hiking, or working
on cars.

Richard G. Fowles (left center)
Dick Fowles designed the digital data processing circuits
and automatic EDD referencing system of the 4940A TIMS.
Dick joined HP's Delcon Division in 1970 just after graduating
from Cali fornia State Polytechnic University (Pomona) with

and l ives in Sunnyvale, Cali fornia, where he's act ive in church
affairs. He l ikes to bowl, and for vacations, he favors f ishing,
hunting, ski ing, and backpacking.

Donald A. Dresch (left)
Don Dresch came to HP in 1 972 with eleven years' experience
in the design of communications equipment and sonar sys-
tems. He implemented the nonlinear distort ion measurement
of the 4940A TIMS. Born in Springfield, l l l inois, Don served
,in the U.S. Navy from 1954 to 1957, then attended the
University of l l l inois, receiving his BSEE degree in 1960 and
his MSEE degree in .1970. He's married and has f ive chi ldren,
and understandably f inds family act ivi t ies occupying a good
deal of his t ime, But he also enjoys reading and camping,
and is something of a connoisseur of malt beverages. The
Dreschs l ive rn San Jose, Cali fornia,

Richard T. Lee (r ight)
Dick Lee has spent most of his l i le on the San Francisco
peninsula. Born in San Mateo, he received his BSEE and
MSEE degrees from Stanford University in 1958 and 1959, and
was a research associate at Stanford Electronics Laboratories
from 1959to l963. With HP since 1964, Dick has done high-
frequency and VHF design for the 841.1A Harmonic Fre-
quency Converter and the 8407A Network Analyzer, and
designed the transmitter section and power supply of the
49404 TIMS. He's an amateur photographer, a col lector of
classical music records, a Sunday school teacher, and a
sometime hiker, He's married. has two chi ldren. and l ives in
Cuoert ino. Cali fornia.

a BSEE degree. Now working for his MSEE degree at
Cali fornia State University, San Jose, and special izing in
microprocessor design, he recently conducted a class on
algorithmic state machine design for his Delcon col leagues.
He's a member of IEEE and the Cali fornia National Guard,
and his varied interests include f igure skating, archery, music,
swimming, and bicycl ing. A native of Milwaukee, Wisconsin,
Dick is single and l ives in San Jose.

Johann J. Heinzl f ieft)
Johann Heinzl graduated f rom the Technical College of Moed-
l ing/Vienna, Austr ia in 1963 with the degree Ingenieur Grad.
in telecommunications. Before coming to HP in 1972 he
worked for many years in the design of television test instru-
ments. He's a member of Fernseh Technische Gesellschaft
e.V. and author of three professional papers on TV distort ion
measurements. Johann designed the analog envelope delay
circuits for the 49404 TIMS, He is married, l ives in Cupert ino,
Cali fornia, and enjoys cross-country ski ing, backpacking, and
photography.

Paul G. Winninghoff (r ight center)
Paul Winninghoff designed the transient measurement and
phase j i t ter circuits of the 49404 TIMS, With HP since 1964,
Paul has contr ibuted to the design of the 85524 Spectrum
Analyzer lF Section, the 84434 Tracking Generator/Counter,
the 4912A Fault Locator, and the 4940A. This is his third ap-
pearance in the Hewlett-Packard Journal. Paul was born in
Butte, Montana, He received his BS degree in electr ical
engineering from Montana State University in 1962 and his
MS in 1963. He's married, has two chi ldren, and l ives in
Sunnyvale, Cali fornia. Along with his major hobbies-amateur
radio and high-f idel i ty audio equipment-Paul has recently
been studying Spanish in anticipation of a second tr ip with
his wife to her native land, Colombia.
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Microwave Integrated Gircuits Solve
a Transmission Problem in Educational TV
An educationalTV sysfem using a satellite transmission link
needs a state-of-the-art ground-station receiver that doesn't
costvery much. Microwave integrated circuits provide away.

by James A. Hall, Douglas J. Mellor, Richard D. Pering,
and Arthur Fong

HE REQUIREMENT WAS FOR A two-channel,
low-noise, S-band receiver with a channel band-

width of z O MHz. It was to be rugged and require l itt le
if any maintenance, and it should be capable of being
produced in quantity at modest cost.

Stability and low noise at a carrier frequency around
2600 MHz imply a sophistication that ordinarily has
not been compatible with mass production. Micro-
wave integrated c i rcu i ts ,  however,  can help re-
solve these conflicting requirements.

A novel receiver based on these reouirements
is designed around a microwave integrated circuit
(MIC) amplif ier developed at HP. This amplif ier
serves repetit ively as a gain block at 2.6 GHz,leading
to a conceptually simple design based on the tuned-
radio-frequency (TRF) principle.

Basic Considerations
Today's wideband amplifiers make it unnecessary

to heterodyne the received signal down to an inter-
mediate frequency for amplification. Thus the front-
end mixer and local oscillator formerly needed in
microwave receivers can be dispensed with, elim-
inating a major source of noise and instability.

Amplification required to bring the weak antenna
signal up to the +10-dBm level required by the FM
video demodulator occurs at the carrier frequency in
five cascaded four-stage amplifiers. The amplifiers
are all based on the same MIC design using HP type
35821. transistors but with some differences in the
first and last amplifiers. The first amplifier uses a
selected input transistor for minimum noise and the
fifth amplifier has an active biasing arrangement to
increase its power-handling capability. Overall gain
of the amplifier chain is about 146 dB and noise fig-
ure is less than 4.2 dB, typically 3.7 dB.

To assure that antenna cable losses (5.5 to 8.5 dB)
would not affect the system noise figure, the first and
second amplifiers are mounted in a separate module
at the antenna. DC power to the antenna module is

supplied through the same coaxial cable that brings
the RF signal back down. This allows the receiver to
be placed up to 30 meters from the antenna.

Another advantage of the tuned-radio-frequency
(TRF) design surfaces here: there is no need to pro-
vide for environmental immunity of the antenna
module to assure the stability of a local oscillator
since one isn't used. The module functions reliably
throughout a temperature range from -48 to +65'C.

The use of microwave integrated circuits also
meets another requirement: the receiver should be
capable of receiving either one of two channels, cen-
tered at 2566.7 and Z00z.S MHz. Tunabil ity used to
be a problem with TRF receivers because of insuf-
ficient bandwidth but the basic MIC amplifier has an
800-MHz bandwidth that spans both channels. In the
proposed design, a single bandpass fi l ter assembly is
used for each channel. Changing channels is simply
a matter of reconnecting two coaxial lines.

The Rest of the Picture
Designing a TRF receiver to operate at 2.6 GHz

Fig, 1. Educational TV receiver converts low-levd satellite-
relayed signals to standard video and audio signals for direct
aoolication to a monitor.
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Fig.2. Block diagram of tuned-RF TV receiver. Availability of cost-effective wideband micro-
wave amplifiers and discriminators simplified the design.

required a few departures from traditional practice.
One departure involves the limiter. The received sig-
nal consists of one video channel and four audio sub-
carriers, all frequency-modulated onto the carrier.
Since the receiver may be operating close to the FM
threshold level, it is especially important that it not
respond to variations in the amplitude of the received
signal. Ordinarily, diode clippers or saturating amp-
lifiers are used to remove amplitude variations but
these don't function well at 2.6 GHz. A fast-acting
ALC system is used instead.

The ALC system uses an AM detector at the side
arm of a thin-film 6-dB directional coupler that fol-
lows the 5th amplifier. The detector output controls
both a PlN-diode attenuator and a Schottky-diode
"modulator". The PlN-diode attenuator suppresses
most of the AM variations but it is effective only for
variations occurring at rates below 100 kHz. The
high-frequency variations are suppressed by the
Schottky-diode modulator (or, if you will, "AM-
unmodulator", which really describes its function).

As shown in the block diagram of Fig. Z, the PIN-
diode attenuator is placed ahead of the third RF amp-
lifier, thus reducing the dynamic range requirements
of the circuits that follow. The modulator is just ahead
of the fifth amplifier. Because of the short signal paths
in the circuits, feedback-loop phase shift is mini-
mized. Thus, amplitude variations occurring at rates

up to 100 MHz are suppressed.
This system provides more than 30 dB of AM sup-

pression and it maintains the discriminator drive
level within -r0.5 dB for all normal input signal lev-
els and operating temperature variations. Another ad-
vantage of the high-speed ALC limiting technique is
that it generates no carrier harmonics as clippers do,
eliminating the need for further filtering.

The Discriminator
The wavelength of a 2600-MHz signal is sufficiently

short to make transmission lines 1 or 2 wavelengths
Iong compatible with microwave integrated circuit
technology. It is thus possible to design a discrimina-
tor based on the variations of a transmission line's
input impedance as a function of frequency, and
build it using mass-producible thin-film techniques.

To gain some insight into the operation of this kind
of discriminator, Fig. 3 is presented. One transmis'
sion line (T1) is terminated in a short and the other
(T2), equal in length to T1, is terminated in an open.
At very low frequencies, the input to T1 is effectively
shorted so no input voltage appears at node 1.

Transmission line T2, on the other hand, has a high
input impedance at low frequencies so all of the input
voltage appears at node 2 . The output of the summing
block is then a negative voltage, -V.

At the frequency where the lines are lalt long, the
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Direct-to-Schoolhouse Satellite Relay of Video Programs

Among the many experiments being conducted this fal l  by
NASA's latest appl icat ions technology satel l i te, the 4T5-6,
is an ambit ious experiment involving direct-to-schoolhouse re-
lay of educational TV programs. The experiment, developed
by the Federation of Rocky Mountain States, a regional educa-
t ional organization, is designed to determine the feasibi l i ty of
mak ing  met ropo l i tan  educat iona l  resources  ava i lab le  to
sparsely settled areas. With the satellite relay, educational
programs l ike those for early chi ldhood, career development,
and continuing adult education can be brought to areas where
resources have hardly been adequateto provide basic reading,
writ ing and ari thmetic, much less anything beyond that.

The satel l i te l ink is also being used to carry video con-
sultations to hospitals and other health care centers that other-
wise do not have ready access to major medical faci l i t ies. The
system is funded by the National Aeronautics and Space
Administrat ion and the Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare. Many other organizations, such as the Corporation
for Public Broadcasting, are also involved in the effort.

Parked in an equatorial geo-stat ionary orbit  22,300 miles
above the earth at 94'west longitude over the Galapagos is-
lands, the satel l i te has an el l ipt ical ground coverage over the
United States of about 800 by 500 km. Point ing is ground con-
trol lable to cover any port ion of the continental United States.

Pre-taped TV material with as many as four simultaneous
language channels is beamed up to the 4T5-6 satel l i te from
a ground statron near Denver, Colorado. Powered by solar
cel ls, the satel l i te functions as a transponder, receiving sig-
nals on carr ier frequencies near 2 and 6 GHz and re-radiat ing
them to earth at S-band f requencies (2566.7 and 2667.5 MHz).

The 2600-pound satel l i te has a 10-meter antenna dish, the
largest ever deployed in space. The parabolic dish consists
of a copper-coated Dacron mesh supported by thin-gauge
aluminum ribs that had been wrapped around the satel l i te body
for the launch phase. The dish gives a beam width of 2.7'which,
with the 22 watts of transmitter power, gives an effective iso-
tropic radiated power of 200,000 W.

About 100 receiving sites are involved in the init ial  program.
The antenna at each site is a f ixed, parabolic dish 3 meters in
diameter. The receiver recovers the video signal and the four
audio channels f  or direct appl icat ion to a monitor or for remodu-
latron to VHF for CATV distr ibution ampli f iers.

The key to the implementation of the educational TV program
and other similar systems is the real izat ion of a low-cost satel-
l i te ground stat ion. The receiver must be rel iable, simple to
operate, and suitable for mass production. Nevertheless, i t
must give state-of-the-art performance. How technology in the
form of microwave integrated circuits can resolve these con-
f l ict ing requirements is described in the accompanying art icle.

The 4T5-6 was bui l t  by Fairchi ld lndustr ies, and Westing-
house Electr ic Corporation is prime contractor for the ground
station. Hewlett-Packard developed a suitable receiver with
company resources and produced a quanti ty under sub-
contract for the experiment (the receiver is not offered for indi-
vidual sale).

situation is reversed. Now line T2 appears as a short
at node 2, while the input to T1 appears as an open
circuit. The output of the summing block is now a
positive voltage, *V.

At a signal frequency where the lines are %). long,
the magnitudes of the transmission lines' input re-
actances are equal, so the diode detectors produce
equal but opposite voltages. The output of the sum-
ming block is then zero. Since the voltage output
varies relatively linearly with respect to input fre-
quency, this network could be used as an FM discrim-
inator by making the lines 7atr long at the carrier
frequency.

Above the frequency where the lines are %), Iong,
the voltage output reverses sense, returning to -V at
the frequency where the lines are lzlt long, where it
again reverses sense. This process repeats as the fre-
quency increases, with the output passing through
zero when the lines are odd multiples of 7e), long.
This suggests that the sensitivity (volts/MHz) can be

increased by making the lines an odd multiple of 7s),.
The final discriminator design uses lines about

13/str long at 2600 MHz. The output thus goes from
-V to *V between 2400 and 2800 MHz. thus increas-
ing sensitivity by a factor of tg but still allowing
enough bandwidth to accommodate both channels.

Sensitivity and linearity were further improved
through use of a computer optimization program
that modified the transmission-line characteristic
impedance and lengths. As a result, 70O transmission
lines are used and the resultant voltage/frequency
triangle is assymetrical.

One serious problem with this type of discrimina-
tor has been the response to harmonics. In the final
discriminator design, these were reduced to manage-
able proportions by inserting resistances in the lines
Yetr from the terminating ends. At the center fre-
quency, a shunt resistor at this position in the open
line is at a voltage null and therefore has no effect on
circuit operation. At all even harmonic frequencies,
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Fig. 3. Basic transmission-line FM discriminator.

however, it is at a high impedance point so it termi-
nates the line. A series resistor performs a dual func-
tion in the shorted line.

All of the circuits beyond the discriminator use
standard off-the-shelf components and conventional
techniques. The output of the discriminator is ampli-
fied an additional 30 dB for application to the TV
de-emphasis network and to the four audio channel
subcarrier demodulators.

The video signal is further amplified and then ap-
plied to a diode dc restoration circuit. This removes
a 30-Hz triangular modulation (synced to the video
frame rate) that is frequency modulated onto the satel-
lite down-link carrier to disperse the energy within
the frequency spechum., This technique is needed to
meet international maximum flux density specifica-
tions designed to protect terrestial communications
systems from satellite interference.

RF Filtering
Preliminary filtering is provided in the antenna

module by a 3-section thin-film filter that has a band-
width of soo MHz at the 3-dB points and less than
1-dB insertion loss. This filter is a capacity-coupled,
%1. transmission-line design.

Connectors are provided in the antenna module for
inserting an optional notch filter between the two
amplifiers. This is for use in areas where there may be
strong interference from adjacent RF signals.

Center frequency, receiver bandwidth, and group
delay characteristics are determined by the channel
filter, so this filter is critical to proper receiver opera-
tion. Because of the requirements for high Q, thin-
film circuits could not be used here (in general, the
smaller a resonant structure is, the lower the Q). The
proportionately narrow bandwidth (0.9ol.) and the
need for temperature stability dictated a coaxial
3-pole interdigital structure. This gives a bandwidth
of zg.s MHz at the 3-dB points. Temperature-com-
pensated resonators assure a frequency drift of less
than 2 ppmfC.
RF Amplifier

As mentioned before, the RF amplifier is a key fac-
tor in determining receiver cost and performance. It
must be designed in a way that takes maximum ad-
vantage of the high gain-bandwidth product avail-
able from present-day microwave transistor chips but
it must be simple to fabricate and test.

The two-element (shunt L, series C) matching net-
works often used as transistor interstages yielded a
300-400 MHz bandwidth in this application. How-
ever, to assure adequate gain flatness within the
bandwidth of interest and to allow for the inevitable
variations from unit to unit without resorting to trim-
ming adjustrnent, bandwidth was doubled with little
sacrifice in gain or complexity by using the double-
tuned interstage shown in Fig. 4.

First of all, for maximum bandwidth L" is made
equal to zero. This requires a coupling coefficient K
suchthat:  K: (R2/R1)Y4

Then, Cz: CtlK2(l-K'), where Ct is the parasitic
capacitance.

Relationships established by the center frequency

7l(ao2C) and L, : K2Lr.afe T

These valueswere transformed to those required for

M c2

Interstage Prototype

Flg. 4, I nterstage cou pling circu it
at left was derived from the trans-
former-coupled prototype at right.
F ou r-stage hybr id am plif iers u si ng
microwave chip transistors and
this interstage achieve 30 dB of
gain and 600-800 MHz bandwidth
at 2.6 GHz.
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the actual circuit by the following relationships:
L" : f,a - M where M, the mutual inductance,

: KVL1L2 (it was already established that L" : g1;
Lt : M; and L" : Lr -M.

A four-stage amplifier design using this interstage
was realized in thin-film circuitry by making L6 a
shorted shunt section of transmission line and L" a
squared spiral inductor. C, is a chip capacitor.
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